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Hello! We are pleased to send you
this Customers Only monthly issue
of The Business Advisor. It is our
way of saying that you are
important to us and we truly value
your business. Please feel free to
pass this newsletter on to friends
and neighbors. Enjoy!

Enforcing Working From Home Discipline On
Employees - Princewill Akuma (Jobberman.com)
Enforcing working from home discipline for employees during COVID19 pandemic
has been a major challenge for some employers based on the feedback we have
received across our social media channels.
Although, according to several reports, working from home can improve the
productivity of employees by 77%. However, in the face of a pandemic the results
might not be the same; but, to elucidate better productivity from your staff, there
are certain measures you can put in place to ensure discipline and work ownership
while working from home does not suffer. Let us take a look at tips to help enforce
working from home discipline for your employees.
Learn Their Challenges
As an employer, it’s often easy to forget that there are unspoken emotions and
challenges that could affect your employee’s discipline when working from home.
You might have provided palliatives like power and data to improve their ability
but to your dismay, delivering on task is still a challenge and this might be caused
my mental health crises and challenges with teams.
Have outlets and channels where employees can speak one-on-one or to a person
on the team they trust would help them get through it; always reassure that you
are here with them all the way.
Educate and Empower Them
Provide the educational and emotional support they need to work from home as
well as deal with any challenges. Always address scary subjects like job loss,
salaries and other benefit cuts because these questions would be on the minds of
your employees and besides the scares of the Covid19 pandemic, this can also
affect their job delivery.
Also share sessions on how to improve working from home productivity, relevant
tools, educative videos and any other training or books that can help educate them
on how to better manager themselves, their time and well as how to communicate
with colleagues while working remotely. This is new to many and they are yet to
develop such skills.
…..Continued on Page 3

Brain Teasers
Task Your brain
1.How far can a rabbit run into the
woods?
2.What are the next three letters in
the following sequence? J, F, M, A,
M, J, J, A, __, __, __
3. Which is heavier? A pound of
feathers or a pound of rocks?
4.A family lives in a large tower
apartment building, 10 floors high.
Every day their son takes the elevator
from the family’s apartment on the
10th floor to the ground floor and
goes to school. When he returns in
the afternoon, he uses the elevator to
get to the fifth floor, and then uses
the stairs for the remaining five
floors. Why?
5. A plane crashes on the border of
Nigeria and Cameroon. Where do
they bury the survivors?
6. You are driving a bus. At the first
stop, two women get on. The second
stop, three men get on and one
woman gets off. At the third stop,
three kids and their mom get on, and
a man gets off. The bus is grey, and it
is raining outside. What color is the
bus driver’s hair?
Answers on page 3.
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Editor’s Note
The New Normal
Its wonderful to be alive despite all that life has thrown at us, this past
couple of months. Don’t you agree?
Here’s another edition of your the Business Advisor Newsletter,
wonderfully packaged just for you. In this edition we talk about the new
normal for many businesses during this covid-19 pandemic crisis – working
from home and how to achieve maximum productivity with it. I also gave an
insight into my personal work from home schedule- maybe you can learn a
thing or two. In the Infomart Section, There’s an ebook you can purchase, to
also get more info on how to make, work-from-home work for you and your
employees.
There’s an event holding in a few day’s time, in which I’ll be presenting,
which might interest you. Also check out a special food recipe and some
Covid-19 palliatives for your business, in this edition.
Oh! I didn’t forget our monthly Jokes section – this time, it’s a brainteaser and funny meme. There’re a lot here for your reading pleasure. And I hope
you find them as valuable as we did.
We encourage you to keep pushing during this challenging times. Find out
where and how you can reduce expenses, re-invent processes, products or
services and always believe in yourself. Your God will see you through.
Have anything to say regarding our newsletter? Then send us an email, you
can see our official email and newsletter email address at the backpage.
Enjoy!
-

Work-From-Home and AfterWork Schedule – Francis
Okaformbah

All work and no play they say
makes Jack a dull boy. Same
as all play and no work makes
him a mere toy too. So after work it’s good
Jack engages in a bit of play. My schedule
before the corona pandemic, the lockdown
and ease of several movements and
businesses has actually been the same and
not changed much.
When working from home – during this
pandemic we have been working from home
most of the time - I endeavor to maintain a
strict work schedule and flow while yet still
maintaining the same after work schedule.
I used to spend my time after work either
watching movies or reading. For me work
closes by 6 sometimes 7. We leave the office
around that time and I return home to those
two hobbies.
Whenever I don’t go to the office, which I
don’t do much of anymore. I try to wake up
at the exactly the same time I wake on a
normal day, 7 am. Pray, bath, take a cup of
coffee or make a quick breakfast and off to
work. Officially our work hours start by 9
but most times I am at my home-workstation
by 8. Clearing up unfinished tasks and
projects from previous day, sometimes
previous weeks, after which I then take on
the tasks of the day.

Francis Okaformbah
CEO/Head marketing Dept.
Editor-in-chief

ANNOUNCEMENT!
We now operate from a new office. See back page for our new office
address. Call and pay us a visit sometime.
Francis’s newest book; A to Z of Goal setting, 37 days to setting goals
and reaching them easily, will be out soon. You can register to get a free
copy at www.FrancisOkaformbah.com/az

What my work-from-home space looks like
Most of the time I start with emails and
communications with other team members;
Tony and Aliu, to establish what needs to be
done for the day or week. Some of the tools
we use to effect this communications apart
from the regular calls and text include slack,
webmail and whatsapp. Most recently we
are testing google meet, but not yet gotten
the hang of it.
Then I go through our scrum – a kind of
project management software – listing all the
various task and the individuals
… continued on strip page 3
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Enforcing Working From Home Discipline On Employees.
…Continued from cover page

Focus On Results
Working from home grants employees the autonomy of their time and while
it is important to encourage them to work within set time boundaries (to
avoid job burnouts), ensure as an employer, to focus on results rather than
activity.
Communicated expectations, deliverables and OKRs would help them focus
on what matters most for the business and also creates a sense of
accomplishments when these tasks, OKR or deliverable milestones are
reached. As an employer, minimise micromanagement as this can be offputting for your employees.
Encourage Over Communication
Encourage your employees to over-communicate when working from home,
whether it’s for collaboration or not, it helps everyone keep abreast of
projects and their progress. This also ensures that employees are not stuck
on redundant tasks alone.
Over-communication also helps them track their progress as well as others’,
builds trust, creates team bonding, builds empathy, improves productivity,
creates a sense of achievement and promotes team building just like walking
over the desk in an office situation.
Final Thoughts
At Jobberman, one of the things we have enforced and has helped employees
is our weekly check-ins and productivity sessions via the video conferencing
app Google Hangouts Meet both at the team level and company-wide. Since
activating 100% working from home, we’ve had weekly learning sessions on
Fridays and a 30 mins cafe hangout session every Wednesday where we
chill and talk about the realities of work and the world we live in today.
These activities, as well as Slack and WhatsApp channels, have also helped
us bond further as colleagues.
These are challenging times and we hope these tips work and perhaps you
need new talent on your team, we are all in this together and supporting you
as well as other business across Nigeria with free job advertisement on our
website for 3 months, take advantage of this to find the talent to help you
thrive through COVID19 pandemic and beyond. #UnityInAdversity. END

Business Quote of the Month
Learn from other people’s mistakes. You can’t live long enough to
make them all yourself.
– Today in the Word

Answers to Brain teasers
1. Halfway. After that, he is running out of the woods.
2. S, O, N. The sequence is first letter of the months of the year. September,
October, and November are the next in the sequence.
3. Neither. Both weigh a pound!
4. Because he cannot reach the buttons higher than five.
5. You do not bury the SURVIVORS!
6. Whatever color your hair is! Remember, you are the bus driver!

Referrals: We love Referrals.
We want to use this opportunity to thank
some of the lovely people that have
constantly being referring clients our way.
Help refer clients to us. Share this
newsletter, share our numbers and emails.
You can also do so by visiting
http://siscomedia.com.ng/refer

Upcoming Events Schedule
▪ Norland Digital Marketing Training
Course, Thurs. 25th June – Sat. 27th
June, 2020. 10AM – 3PM
Venue: 13 Jubril Martins Street,
Lawanson – Itire, Lagos.
Interested in any of these events? Send an
email to service@siscomedia.com.ng

Work-From-Home and After-work
Schedule … continued from page 2 strip.
responsible, with the specific datelines and
completion dates. And dive right into the
work till noon or thereabout when I take a
break, then resume and work again till
close of business for the day by 6pm.
I love writing so I do most of my writing
during the work day too. Nah! I am not
those night writers you know. I do try to
put in a couple of reading too within my
workday. May be an article here or 2
pages of a book there. I have also come to
discover that one can assimilate
knowledge from books faster if you listen
to them. So I endeavour to get audio books
too. Infact I have a large collection of
audio books and motivational tapes from
several authors, mentors and models. Up
to 32Gig in size. So I plug into it from
time to time while working and of course
music too.
And when I am done, I try to relax with a
movie or so on Netflix or read a novel or
other entertaining piece.
Working from home is great. It might not
work for various categories of workers but
for those that it does work for, the time
saved from having to get to and from the
workplace is quite valuable. I know for
some that are married it might be quite
challenging too with distraction from
family and all. And I suggest turning off
the TV or backing it and leaving strict
instructions for your children or spouse
like, “Once daddy is on this seat. He is
working, so no disturbance or questions,”
might help. +
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3 Social media trends you need to know about (1)

The social landscape is becoming increasingly fragmented, and it's getting more and more
difficult for businesses to know where to invest their time, effort and money when creating
content or buying media adspaces.
For that reason, today we're sharing our 3 recommendations for improving the ROI of social media activities.
So take a deep breath, pause for a moment, and focus on what you're actually trying to achieve - and why - rather
than stressing about which social platform is today's hottest news story. If you know what your audiences are trying
to achieve, and you know how your brand can help them achieve it, it's a lot easier to identify a few select times and
places where your brand and its marketing will be most relevant in people's lives. Here are the Juicy details
1. The Dominance of Messengers
Latest global rankings show that 4 of the world's 5 most popular social platforms are now mobile messaging apps.
What's more, given current trends, it's highly likely that mobile messaging apps will overtake public social networks
to become the dominant social platform in people's everyday lives in the very near future.
This is a great soundbite, but the shift from interacting on 'public' networks like Facebook and Twitter to more
private platforms like WhatsApp and WeChat has serious implications for marketers:
Firstly, marketers won't be able to listen to these audience conversations in the way that we have been able to on
platforms like Twitter and Instagram. Our ability to glean valuable organic audience insights is slipping through our
fingers with every conversation that moves into a messenger app, so we need to act quickly if we're going to make the
most of 'social listening' as we know it today.
There are also far fewer opportunities for marketers to 'buy' their way into conversations in messenger platforms.
Inevitably, this will change as those platforms seek to monetize their audiences, but even if we could buy ad
placements to interrupt people's conversations, it's unlikely to be the best approach. The platforms recognise the
danger of this too, as evidenced by this screen-grab from WhatsApp's latest terms and conditions, which makes clear
reference to their desire to avoid a "spammy experience"
2. Integrated Platforms
As with all things in marketing, just as we think we're starting to understand today's model, it gets superseded by
new developments. Indeed, the very concept of 'messaging platforms' is quickly becoming outdated, as audiences
embrace a variety of different kinds of solutions for their different needs. Some social platforms are going down the
'focused' route - e.g. Instagram - while others are taking a more 'holistic' approach, incorporating a variety of
functionality and services within the same platform.
The reigning champion of this integrated approach is Tencent's WeChat, which enables its users to chat with friends
using text, audio, video, stickers, etc but also enables them to send each other money, pay municipal fines, book an
appointment with their doctor, and even renew their passport. To all intents and purposes, WeChat is quickly
becoming the whole internet in one app.
….To be continued in July edition

Looking for a result-oriented social media marketing or management campaign for your business or
organization? Look no further than Siscomedia Ltd Socialmedia Services. Call 07031857044 or email
service@siscomedia.com.ng to book an appointment today.

Nigeria in 2030: What’s your dream for Nigeria 10 years from now.
Yes! We know our country Nigeria is in a mess and struggling badly. It doesn’t help that our political class isn’t
offering the leadership deemed required to make Nigeria a true giant of Africa. But if asked; Will you do differently if
ever you get to a position of authority in like 10 years time? What’s your dream for Nigeria for the next decade? Start
Thinking. +
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Customer Case Study/ Success Story:
How Chioma AJunwa-Oparah (MON), Africa’s and Nigeria's First Individual
Olympic Gold Medalist Protected Her Credibility From Scam Artists via a
Website
These dark minded fellows infamously
deny this Facebook account.
Chioma Ajunwa-Opara, is a
Nigerian former track and field
athlete who specialized in the long
jump. After various setbacks in her
career she achieved fame when she
became the first athlete in Nigeria
to win an Olympic gold medal at
the 1996 Summer Olympics in
Atlanta, USA beating the favourite
and American Champion, Marion
Jones to it. To date she remains
Nigeria's and Africa’s only
individual Olympic gold medalist.
Chioma Ajunwa-Opara is the first
black African woman to win an
Olympic gold medal in a field
event. She’s also a Police officer.
--------------------

Chioma Ajunwa-Opara owns the
Website
www.ChiomaAjunwaFoundation.org.
Designed, developed* and currently
being maintained by Siscomedia Ltd. We
came in contact with Chioma over 9
years ago. This was through a referral
from a Mr. Jude Ogazi, who at that time
worked for Mrs. Chioma’s Sports NGO
– Chioma Ajunwa Foundation and who
knew us from church as budding web
developers.
Mr Jude introduced us and we finally got
to meet Chioma, got down to business
and designed and developed a befitting
NGO Website for her.

referred to as Yahoo boys normally sent
unsolicited mass emails to
unsuspecting members of the public
both locally and internationally
requesting for financial aids or
promising millions of dollars in
exchange for one form of business
transaction, favour or the other. The
schemes ranged from as simple as
creating bogus emails like
Chioma.Ajunwa@aol.com or
chiomaAjunwa@yahoo.com and
sending out these mass mails through
them; to craftily designed bogus
documents, her ID or pictures and fake
government backed contracts or
documents.
Several victims had fallen to these evil
schemes thus creating a problem for
Chioma as her hard fought reputation
and achievements over the past years
were being dragged in the mud. She
was tagged as being a fraudster.
But with her website in place and
official emails of contact displayed
potential victims could easily avoid
falling into these schemes. If one
comes across a suspicious email and
needs to do a research to know more
about Chioma Ajunwa-Opara and
verify the genuineness of the email she
got. A quick search on Google, will
display her website
www.ChiomaAjunwaFoundation.org
and other social media details.

You might not be aware but right now a
fraudster might even have already
created a LinkedIn profile with all your
stolen details and is contacting potential
victims online as you. As an aside, if
you or anybody you know is a public
figure or high profile individual, eg;
Governor, House of Rep. member,
Music Superstar, Bank MD, Permanent
Secretary, Prominent businessman or a
Government Commission Chairperson;
you need a personal website, official
email (not free Yahoo or Gmail), social
media or a form of online presence at
least. Because these fraudsters are
ingenious and constantly devising new
means to contact potential victims using
your names, pictures and other details.
At least save yourself, - even if you
can’t always save the victims, - from
potential accusations of fraud and
litigations. Chioma’s has helped her.
Her foundation partners frequently with
international sporting bodies, Nongovernmental organizations, State
governments and even corporate bodies
on sports and drug related issues, which
she displays on her website (and even
her social media pages) thus she easily
refers potential partners and financial
aid/grant organizations there to see and
confirm activities themselves.

Of recent popular Nigerian Gospel
singer, Tope Alabi became a vehicle
for this scam work. They created a fake
Facebook account and posted statuses
with the intent of scamming innocents.
Here’s a picture of Charles and Chioma
we snapped years ago. I can say it’s
been great meeting, talking with and
(still serving) a Sports icon like her.
Chioma by the way is still a police
officer and is currently an Assistant
Commissioner of Police, Lagos
Command.

The website had several novel features
including a massive picture gallery,
scheduled NGO events, email accounts
for every member of staff, contact forms
and social media - particularly Facebook
timeline embedded within it.
Also of importance was the fact that the
website finally provided her with an
official online presence. Back then
Chioma had issues with scammers and
Identity thieves.
These dark minded fellows popularly

* Her website has undergone several changes
over the years.

She was forced to come out publicly to
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Covid-19: Post Job Listings for free!

– Ugo Sabastine, ugochukwu.azonobii@siscomedia.com.ng

Jobberman, one of Nigeria’s most popular job search platform is offering employers the opportunity of posting job
vacancies for free, as a form of support for businesses during this corona pandemic crisis. For the next 3months. Go
ahead and see if this is for you. Let others know too.

https://www.jobberman.com/unity-in-adversity

African Development Bank approves $288.5 million for Nigeria COVID-19 Response
Support Program
The Board of Directors of the African Development Bank on Friday approved a $288.5 million loan to help Nigeria tackle
the COVID-19 pandemic and mitigate its impact on people and businesses. The loan will bolster the government’s plans
to improve surveillance and response to COVID-19 emergencies, ease the impact on workers and businesses and
strengthen the social protection system.
Nigeria, Africa’s most populous nation and the continent’s largest oil producer, is facing twin crises – a health epidemic
caused by COVID-19, and an economic crunch largely occasioned by a global oil price plunge. As of June 5, the country
reported 11,516 coronavirus cases, 3,535 recoveries and 323 deaths. The loan is the Bank’s initial response to help
mitigate the slump in oil prices and its impact on the national economy.+

Covid-19 Palliatives - Tax Cut By Ondo State Govt….
Like Anambra and Ogun State, another state has come out with palliatives for businesses operating within their domain.
To cushion the effects of the Coronavirus pandemic on businesses in Ondo State, Governor Oluwarotimi Akeredolu, SAN
has announced tax cut, waived fees and other tax relief incentives for taxpayers in the state. The Governor who
announced this via his twitter account, said that the implementation of the Hotel, Restaurant and Event Center
Consumption Tax due to start on 1st June, 2020 has also been suspended.
In his tweets "Our administration took a major step towards cushioning the impact of #COVID19 on our citizens. We
have cut taxes and waived fees and have instituted other reliefs to make this period much more easier to bear. The
implementation of the Hotel, Restaurant and Event Center Consumption Tax due to start on 1st June, 2020 is suspended
in view of the peculiarly harsh impact suffered by the Entertainment/Hospitality sector."
"The full implementation of the Land Use Charge rates based on property valuation is suspended.Penalty and Interest on
arrears of Land Use Charge from year 2017 to 2019 is hereby waived for residential property.The minimum tax payable
under the Presumptive Tax Regime (Artisans, Market Women, etc.) in the state has been reduced by 50%."
"The deadline for the submission of Form A for employees and Annual Returns in accordance with Sections 41 (3) & 81
(1-3) of the Personal Income Tax Act (PITA) 2011 as amended, for companies operating in Ondo State is extended. The
penalty hitherto being charged on late remittance of Pay As You Earn (PAYE) deductions has been waived between
March and September 2020 for all sectors."
We commend this move by the State Government. If you operate business in Ondo State, and hope that other states that
haven’t done anything yet will offer some palliatives. You should take up this opportunity, if you reside and do business
in Ondo. +
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Biz Tools: The Power Button.
The Power button of your smartphone – Not many realize it but do you know
you can get more done at work, if you take a minute to power off your phone or
put it on silent mode for just 30minutes in your work day? There are all sorts of
crazy interruptions we don’t need at work. Doing this today can be one of the best
business tools you will ever discover +

6 Things You Need to Know Before
Commissioning or Building A Mobile App (1)
The cool features that come along with apps are what draw the interests of users.
Apps make phones “smart” and through their benefits, apps have drastically
transformed how we function today. If you want a mobile app that will propel
sales for your business or advance a cause of yours, then you need to know some
basic fundamentals about mobile apps. Here are 6 things you should know before
you begin an app project.

Info-Mart

Discover The Secrets Of
Boosting Your Productivity and
Getting More Done In Less
Time So That You Can Enjoy
More of Life.
Are you one of the millions of people
wishing they could get just a few more hours
in the day?!
Staying productive isn't easy... especially
when you work from home. It's so easy for
hours to pass you by without you actually
getting anything productive done.

1) Deeply research your market.
First make sure you do a thorough market research. Is there already an app like
the one you intend to build in existence? What features do you want to include in
your app? What fresh solutions or ideas will your app provide? Simply research
and find a gap your app will fill. Extensive market research should help you
discover:
Who are your competitors?
What is their strategy?
What are their customers saying in the reviews and on social media?
What is their unique selling point?
When you have the answers to these questions, you will be able to avoid your
competitors’ mistakes, double up on the strategies that work, and clearly define
your unique take on the problem and the path to solving it. There are millions of
available mobile apps, and this is your opportunity to ensure yours stands out.
2) Choose between native, hybrid and web app.

There are a couple of technical decisions to make early on, and this is a
crucial one. There are different types of mobile apps in the marketplace;
native, hybrid and even web app. Choosing between native, hybrid, or a web
app carries many implications for your later development and maintenance.
This is why it’s key to leverage your market research and the core purpose
and functionality you’ve just defined, so you can make the best decision.
The core differentiations between native, hybrid and web apps are:
+ The programming languages they are built in. This affects and depends on
your budget, desired time frames, and available expertise.
+ Access to native device APIs. This will depend on the device’s
functionalities that you want your app to access.
+ Distribution method. This will largely affect the way you market your app
and define your promotion strategies. … continued under strip.

Call 07031857044 to get this e-book +

6 Things You Need To Know Before
Commissioning or Building A
Mobile App (1)
- Continued
+ Multi-platform support. This will be
based on your target audience and the
market you want to penetrate; most often,
you will want to be present both on Apple’s
App store and Android’s Play store.
Native apps are perfect for heavy-duty tasks
such as gaming or the use of photos or
videos. Think about candycrush or
Instagram for instance. On the other hand,
web apps are best for solutions that require
easy updates, but don’t require any access to
device’s native abilities.
These two types sit on the opposite sides of
the spectrum, with native apps being most
expensive to develop and findable through
app stores, while web apps are quite quick
and low-cost to develop, but you can’t
amplify them through app stores or have
your users download them to their device.
The best of both worlds are hybrid apps:
they use the same code base for both
platforms, they can access device’s features
and they live in both app stores. They are
also an ideal choice for most app goals and
purposes, including productivity, utility and
enterprise apps.
Once you’ve decided on your app type, you
will easily be able to allocate your resources
and plan your entire development project.
See next edition for the conclusion
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Testimonials
“At first I felt the price of getting a website was too expensive but now I have found out it was better to spend more on
getting a quality website that expands my business more than my expectations both locally and internationally. Now
I don’t regret spending much to get a website that booms my business profile.”
- Igwemmadu Francis, manager Eugbros Nig. Ltd/liteonnaija website.
We would love to have your testimonials published here. Send them to us.
SURVEY!
It’s the 26th edition of our monthly newsletter. Did you find this edition enlightening and interesting? Send comments and
feedback to: newsletters@siscomedia.com.ng

Recipe: Sweet, Sticky and Spicy
Chicken
From the desk of:
Francis Okaformbah
CEO, Head Marketing Dept.

For today, we introduce to you a special delicacy popularly eaten
at restaurants and eateries which you can prepare at home and
thus stay safe from corona. This chicken dish uses skinless
boneless chicken breasts and tastes delicious. It's great as an
appetizer or as a main dish served with rice and a veggie.

The Secret to making your Business
3xs More Successful Than it
Currently Is, Inspite of a Pandemic
or Recession…Write a Book!
You too can become an Author and enjoy the
privileges and benefits that come with it.. all
without writing a single word. Call 07031857044
now for enquiries.

COPYRIGHT 2020

SISCOMEDIA LTD

Ingredients
+ 1 tablespoon brown sugar + 2 tablespoons honey
+ ¼ cup soy sauce
+ 2 teaspoons chopped fresh ginger root
+ 2 teaspoons chopped garlic + 2 tablespoons hot sauce
+ 1 pinch salt and pepper to taste _ + 4 skinless, boneless
chicken breast halves - cut into 1/2 inch strips
+ 1 tablespoon vegetable oil
Directions
Step 1: Mix together brown sugar, honey, soy sauce, ginger,
garlic and hot sauce in a small bowl.
Step 2: Lightly salt and pepper the chicken strips.
Step 3: Heat oil in a large skillet over medium heat. Add chicken
strips and brown on both sides, about 1 minute per side. Pour the
sauce over the chicken. Simmer uncovered until the sauce
thickens, 8 to 10 minutes. +
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